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The leather you imagine, and more.

The brilliant glimmer and variation of Glitterati makes a statement on any piece. Best described
as a multi-toned metallic leather with a bright and transparent finish, Glitterati is chromium tanned
European hide with a vegetable re-tannage, resulting in a leather of depth and substance. Special
finishing treatments are used to create both roundness and softness, with a hint of wax and oil to
obtain a subtly distressed and aged effect. Finally, a protective topcoat of crushed metal gives the
hides a resistant yet glowing finish.
Note: Environmentally

friendly Glitterati is lead free and emits low VOCs.

Technical Specifications
Origin

Italy

Raw Material

European hides, aniline drum dyed

Leather Type

Semi-aniline, metallic

Hide Size

50 – 55 sq.ft.

Thickness

1.0 – 1.2 mm

Abrasion Resistance
Light Fastness
Wet Crocking
Flame Resistance
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ASTM D7255: CS10 Taber Wheel 1,000 Cycles/1,000 gram weight
ISO 102-B05: Blue Wool Scale ≥ 4
ASTM D5053: Class 4
NFPA 260: Class 1; CAL TB117–2013

Performance Category

3

Cleaning Code

4

Performance Category 3
Leathers with Performance Category 3 are protected for use in the most challenging wear, stain and fading
environments such as commercial aviation, automotive, office task chairs and dining seating. Only pigmented and
semi-aniline leathers with strong protection meet the standards for this category. Of course, these leathers are
also suitable for any application where bright, uniform colors and exotic looks are desired. More information is
available on our website at cortinaleathers.com/resources/performance/.

Warranty

New York, New York

Leathers with Performance Category 3 have a 5 year limited warranty against manufacturing defects. See
complete details at cortinaleathers.com/resources/warranty /.
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Glitterati
Care & Cleaning Code 4
Semi-aniline and pigmented leathers are resistance to wear, scratching and staining so they require very little
maintenance to maintain their beauty over time. General upkeep requires only an occasional dusting with a clean
cloth. Periodically, you may wish to gently wipe the leather with a clean, damp cloth to remove accumulated
soil and allow it to air dry. Leather conditioners and protectants, such as those by Leather Master ® can be used
as directed. Should a spill occur, blot (pressing gently without rubbing) immediately using clean, dry sections
of an absorbent cloth or paper towel. Should soiling remain or for a more thorough cleaning, Cortina Leathers
Universal Cleaner High-Tech Wipes® or a solution of lukewarm water and a mild cleaner, such as Ivory® soap or
Woolite®, may be used. Dampen a clean white cloth and gently wipe the affected area using a circular motion.
Rinse completely with clean sections of cloth which is damp with plain water until all cleaner is removed. Blot
dry with paper towels or dry cloth and allow to completely air dry. Repeat the cleaning process as needed,
allowing the leather to dry between applications. While it is possible to remove many deep stains and soiling
from semi-aniline and pigmented leathers, it may not be possible to remove all stains from this natural product.
More information is available on our website at cortinaleathers.com/resources/care-cleaning/.
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